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Abstract 
The paper introduces the use of blockmodeling in the micro-level exploration of the internal structure of co-
authorship networks over time. Variations in scientific productivity and researcher or research group visibility 
were determined by observing authors' role in the core-periphery structure and crossing this information with 
bibliometric data. Three techniques were applied to represent the structure of collaborative science: (1) 
blockmodeling; (2) the Kamada-Kawai algorithm based on the similarities in co-authorships present in the 
documents analysed; (3) bibliometrics to determine output volume, impact and degree of collaboration from 
the bibliographic data drawn from publications. The results were examined to determine the extent to which 
the use of these two complementary approaches, in conjunction with bibliometric data, provides greater 
insight into the structure and characteristics of a given field of scientific endeavour. The paper describes 
certain features of Pajek software and how the application might be used to study research group 
composition, structure and dynamics. The approach involves combining bibliometric and social network 
analysis to explore scientific collaboration networks and monitor individual and group careers from new 
perspectives. The contributionof the paper is more on methodology than the conclusions drawn from the 
data. Its description of a small-scale case study is intended as an example for application and can be used in 
other disciplines.  It may be very useful for the appraisal of scientific developments. 
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1. Introduction 
Scientific collaboration is one of the most obvious features of the production of scientific knowledge (Price 
1963). All empirically contrasted advantages are associated with this type of partnering, on both the macro 
and the micro analysis level (Katz and Martin 1997, Beaver 2001; Persson, Glänzel and Danell 2004; Lee and 
Bozeman 2005; Bartneck 2010; Chinchilla-Rodríguez, et al., 2010). Strong and persuasive philosophical or 
scientometric arguments can be put forward in support of collaborative research and its greater epistemic 
authority than study conducted by individual researchers (Beaver, 2004).  
 
Wagner and Leydesdorff (2005) analysed the growth in international collaboration in science under the 
premise that collaboration is an emerging, self-organising system in which the selection of a partner and the 
place where research is conducted depend not on national or institutional incentives or constraints, but on the 
researcher’s choice. They pointed out that scientists collaborate with each other to gain visibility, to exploit 
synergies or to rationalise resources. Their working hypothesis was that “preferential attachment” is related 
more closely to an intellectual and a social organisation than to any other factor. 
The idea of focusing the analysis on an actor's position and role within a network is related to the 
methodological proposal put forward in this paper. The present approach combines bibliometric information 
on scientific activity with the type of information used to determine individual’s position in a social hierarchy 
by studying its core-periphery structure. 
 
A core-periphery model can be adopted to determine network structure in any discipline (Ferligoj and 
Kronegger, 2009, Kronegger et al. 2011). Core-periphery structure is characterised by a very uneven 
distribution of ties, short distances between nodes and high clustering (Borgatti and Everett, 1999). Newman 
(2004) reported that the degree-distribution of nodes shows a tendency for a small proportion of scientists to 
effectively attract a large number of collaborators, with much inequality among actors. Moreover, network 
structures are often hierarchical. Thus, most of an individual’s ties to the other researchers short-cut through 
his collaborators’ best-connected. This would explain why scientific collaboration networks entail a core-
periphery structure in which a group of authors (the core) is densely inter-connected and a complementary 
set of (peripheral) nodes that are not connected between themselves but can be connected to the members 
of the core. Exploring poorly understood networks can reveal how scientists interact and generate the intrinsic 
structure of scientific collaboration (Ferligoj et. al., 2010; Kronegger et al. 2011).  
 
Three distinct collaborative structures have been identified in sociology (Moody 2004). One is the small-world 
model defined by Watts and Strogatz (1998). The main characteristic of this collaborative structure is a high 
level of local clustering and a small average number of steps between actors.  
 
In the scale- free model, prominent scientists constitute hubs that connect the network. Barabási and Albert 
(1998, 2002) proposed formal model that has been widely accepted to find the structure of scientific 
collaboration networks. This model is based on the idea of the cumulative advantage gained from preferential 
attachment (the Matthew effect): scientists whose publications have afforded them visibility in their field are 
preferred as co-authors. It is, moreover, consistent with a process that Moody (2004) called “star production”, 
in which highly reputed authors with many collaborators attract more attention and connections from authors 
joining the network than the others. This suggests that their disappearance from the network would have a 
dramatic impact on the network. 
 
The third model envisages a collaborative structure in which ties are distributed evenly across an entire 
disciplinary network. Some previous social network analyses have shown that co-authorship ties inside the 
disciplines are not necessarily socially cohesive. In these structures, some of the collaborative groups, which 
vary in size, are interconnected, while others are completely isolated (Newman 2001, 2004). These structures 
were analysed by Mali et al. (2010) using a combined approach to define co-authorship patterns in Slovenian 
sociology. They focused on bibliometric networks adopting a blockmodeling approach to establish individuals' 
positions in networks. For Mali et al., the effect of external factors on activity and its assessment is mediated 
by R&D policy; therefore, to understand partnering patterns, the role of external factors must be viewed 
against a broader interpretative backdrop. National R&D policy is expected to deliver an R&D assessment 
system that encourages scientists to internationalise and enhance their results by merging domestic and 
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foreign scientific endeavour. Based on the small-world approach, Mali et al. attempted to ascertain whether 
this structure encourages Slovenian sociologists to or discourages them from internationalising their 
publishing efforts. They empirically tested whether an increase in the number of co-authored publications led 
to publish fewer papers in international peer-reviewed journals than the sociologists outside this small world 
structure.  
More recently, Kronegger et al. (2012) adopted two approaches to network dynamics modelling. One was 
based on the small world model and the preferential attachment mechanism. The other focused on 
cumulative advantage, taking the behaviour of individual actors in a network into consideration. They 
combined the two approaches to study the structure and dynamics of scientific collaboration networks in four 
subject areas. 
Building on these studies, the present research focuses dynamic co-authorship networks in the specific field of 
information science in a Latin American country from 2001 to 2009. The blockmodeling approach is used for a 
micro-level exploration of the structure of these collaboration networks. The aim of the study is to determine 
whether this approach is appropriate one for micro-level analysis of the internal structure of co-authorship 
networks over time. It is applied in a case study of research practice in the Department of Information Science 
at the National University of La Plata, Argentina. Combining the obtained researcher’s position in the core-
periphery structure with the bibliometric data provides insight into the dynamics of the researcher’s and 
research group’s scientific productivity and visibility. 
2. Hypothesis and Objectives 
The main hypothesis is that there exist groups of authors that are strongly connected (cores) in the co-
authorship network of a scientific field. These authors publish less in international journals than authors 
outside the cores. . Moreover, such cores do not encourage researcher mobility. 
The goal of the study is to identify core-periphery structures and their scientific output a) to review the 
evaluation methods for research group appraisal, promotion and funding applied by the respective agencies; 
b) to detect institutional policy-induced publication and collaboration patterns; and c) to revise research staff 
training and promote mobility.  
 Following the research  by Miguel et al. (in press), this paper contributes to the study of research group 
composition, structure and dynamics by combining bibliometric analysis and social network analysis  to 
establish new perspectives for analysing scientific collaboration networks and monitoring individual and group 
careers. 
 
3. Data and Methods 
The methodology combines three approaches. Two techniques were used to study the structure of 
collaboration networks:  (1) blockmodeling; (2) the Kamada-Kawai algorithm, based on the similarities in co-
authorships present in the analysed documents; and (3) the third approach  is used to obtain the production 
and the collaboration patterns from bibliometric data. The results were examined to determine whether and 
to what extent the use of two network approaches combined by the bibliometric data, provides greater insight 
into the structure and characteristics of a given field of scientific endeavour.  
3.1 Data Source 
The data source used in this study was the corpus of curricula vitae (CV) and the bibliographies of the teaching 
staff at the Faculty of Humanities and Education Science's Department of Library Science (DHUBI) at National 
University of La Plata, Argentina, and the information on their research partners in the projects and the 
publications in the period 2001-2009. The choice of the source is justified by the fact that the CVs represent 
researchers' academic career and output, and must be submitted when asking for the funds for new projects 
(Cañibano and Bozeman, 2009).  
3.2 Data Gathering and Processing 
The researchers' project and publication data for 2001-2009 obtained from their CVs and bibliographies were 
uploaded into a relational database (formulated ad hoc). Despite the efforts to standardise CV format (Onofrio 
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2009) in Argentina, quality control had to be done on the data due to the lack of information or because of 
consistency in the information.  
As not all the CVs had the total number of participants in each project, the institutional records on research 
projects had to be considered to complete the data. In addition, data entry formats showing researchers´ full 
names, both for projects and publications, had to be standardised. In all, 146 publications (52 journal articles 
and 94 published papers in the conference proceedings) and 77 authors were included in the database. Both 
singly and jointly authored papers were included, with the mean value of co-authors of 2.4. Sixty per cent of 
the papers involved collaboration.    
Only journal articles and papers in the conference proceedings, the type of papers showing the highest 
visibility, were considered.  These two types of publications accounted for 85 % of total area output in 
Argentina (Miguel, 2009), a figure similar to the one reported for other countries (Shaw and Vaughan, 2008). 
This study addresses research only, excluding other areas of activity such as education or public activities 
which have been analysed by other authors (Braam and van den Besselaar, 2010).  
 
The data were collected and standardised. Each author (actor) was associated with the identifier for the 
project or publication in which he/she was involved. Data on institutional affiliation, professional category, 
subject area and academic position within the department were included for intra-relations, along with 
institutional affiliation and disciplinary profile for inter-relations.  In total, six mutually exclusive categories 
were established: 1) DHUBI researcher (R-DHUBI); 2) DHUBI graduate or undergraduate student (UGS-DHUBI); 
3) researchers from other domestic institutions (LIS-ROIC); 4) researchers from foreign institutions (LIS-RFI); 5) 
researchers from other disciplines working out of Argentinean institutions (ODAIR), and 6) researchers in other 
disciplines working out of foreign institutions (ODFIR). These arbitrary categorises were based on an ad hoc 
classification to detect professional category (1 and 2), intra-institutional collaboration (1 and 2), national and 
international collaboration (3, 4, 5 and 6) and interdisciplinarity (5 and 6).  
3.4 Generation of Matrices 
The frequency of each actor's participation in the co-authorship of publications was calculated from the 
collected data. Then symmetric matrices were generated in which both rows and columns have researchers' 
names. As in the other studies (Perianes-Rodriguez et al., 2009), absolute values were used for co-occurrence 
frequencies and the values on the main diagonals were eliminated. Some authors argue that normalising 
frequencies distorts the distribution of information and that raw data are a valid and sufficient basis for a 
transformation into distances (White 2003; Leydesdorff and Vaughan 2006). The data and resulting matrices 
were obtained for three time spans (2001-2003, 2004-2006, and 2007-2009) to visualize variations in co-
participation over time as was proposed in previous studies (Borner et al., 2005)  
3.5 Blockmodeling 
Although bibliometric studies have studied scientific collaboration patterns and tendencies for some time 
(Sonnenwald, 2007) using social network analysis (SNA), aspects such as clustering of actors and its dynamics 
could be appropriately studied to better reflect the social nature of science. Generalised blockmodeling was 
developed to study positions and role systems. As scientists can be reasonably viewed as playing roles within 
their respective fields, identifying structures in the network is one way of determining how scientists 
collaborate. Blockmodeling enables to delineate to the intrinsic structure of science (Ferligoj et al., 2010).  
 Following the small-world structure of co-authorship in the DHUBI, blockmodeling was used (Doreian et al., 
2005; Kronneger et al., 2011). In this paper, a core is defined as a set of scientists, that all collaborate with 
each other. In blockmodeling terms, a core position determines a complete diagonal block. The overall 
structure may contain several cores. If the members of each core co-author only with other members of their 
own core, all the cores are of the same type. A core whose members also systematically partner with 
members of other cores is called a bridging core.  The semi-periphery consists of scientists partnering with at 
least one scientist within their scientific field but in a fashion that differs substantially from core members' 
modus operandi. Some members of the semi-periphery may also co-author papers with scientists in cores, but 
these ties are sporadic and follow no systematic pattern. Finally, scientists who do not collaborate with any 
other scientist in their field are located on the periphery.  
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Clusters of scientists are also called positions. Structural equivalence was used to define the core-periphery 
structure as pre-specified blockmodel, and partitions into two to eleven positions were examined. The 
standard blockmodel display was used, i.e., a square array in which the rows and columns in the relational 
matrix have been permuted to group the units of each cluster. The clusters were numbered and separated by 
blue lines. The numbers were assigned to the authors to preserve their anonymity.   
The best blockmodel was chosen by calculating the percentage of inconsistencies (criterion function) for each 
obtained partition. The number of inconsistencies tends to decline with increasing number of clusters. The 
number of actors in each period must be taken into account to calculate the criterion function. In our case, we 
have chosen eight partitions for the period 2001-2003, and eleven for the periods 2004-2006 and 2007-2009. 
Prior information from interviews (Miguel et al., in press) also helped to define the best partition. Figure 1 
gives the criterion function for each period.  
 
Figure 1. Criterion function for each obtained partition and each period 
3.6 Software 
All the analyses were performed by using Pajek, an open software for the analyses and the visualisation of 
large networks (Batagelj and Mrvar, 2003) available for non-commercial use (http://pajek.imfm.si). 
4. Results and Discussion 
The co-authorship network structure in DHUBI and researchers' positions in that structure in 2001-2003 
determined by blockmodeling are shown in Figure 2a. Seven clusters can be clearly distinguished (numbered 
and divided by lines) in the core-periphery structure depicted: the first bridging core, four simple cores (the 
authors in each of these cores collaborate with each other), a large semi-peripheral cluster (the authors in this 
cluster do not systematically collaborate with the other authors) and the peripherial cluster (these two 
researchers do not collaborate with any other researcher).   
From the top to the bottom, the first core is situated at the top left, and containes a bridging researcher. This 
individual is the head of the department and collaborates with all the authors from the clusters 2 and 3 and 
some peripheral authors, but not with the authors inform the cluster 4. This would be a “scale-free model”, in 
which a prominent scientist is responsible for connecting the network. The key role is played by the author 62, 
who attracts co-authorship from outside of the department and is chosen as a co-author by others. This is 
known as “cumulative advantage” or the “Matthew effect”, and is based on the principle of preferential 
attachment. Such ties might be traced to the student-professor relationship, while the explanation for their 
appearance in several clusters would lie in the differences in the subject matter of the papers published. 
Four authors are in the second cluster. Unlike the other three, the author 44 collaborates with other authors 
besides the department head. The third cluster contains six authors. Both these clusters are very cohesive. All 
authors work together as well as with the head of the department (cluster 1), while author 2 also partners 
with an author from the semi-periphery cluster. The fourth and fifth clusters exhibit essentially the same 
structure: a small-world model in which one author (58) partners with at least one semi-peripheral author, 
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who may engage in another discipline, as in the case of the author 9. In this type of highly cohesive model just 
a few steps are enough to connect all the participants.  
The cluster 6, containes four researchers who collaborate with the author 62, and the semi-peripheral cluster 
containes five authors do not systematically collaborate with the other authors. In the cluster 8, in the 
periphery, two authors not involved in co-authorship are located.  
The members of the cores closest to the small world model form cliques which were detected in an earlier 
study (Miguel et al., in press). One significant difference was that the authors who collaborated with only 
some of the members of the cores were situated here in the semi-periphery. That actors with no inter-
relations are shown in one and the same cluster may seem confusing, since intuitively clusters would appear 
to comprise groups of actors with something in common, such as co-authorship. In some cases, however, the 
common trait was just the opposite: non-relationship.  
The number of authors and clusters as well as network density was larger in 2004-2006 than in the previous 
period. The major difference, however, was that the author 62, while still a key figure in the department, 
shared that position with another author (67) in the first cluster. Bridging authors working in the department 
as researchers (48 and 68) and one student (13) also appeared in this period. Another difference with respect 
to the previous period was the size of the semi-periphery and the heterogeneity of its researchers, who were 
foreign or from other disciplines. The dynamic nature of the structure and authors' changing roles are clearly 
illustrated in Figure 3. 
The most prominent difference in the last period (2007-2009) was the presence of two bridging authors (48 
and 58), and two pairs of authors who also connected with the rest of the network (30, 67) and (2, 62). These 
are the leading actors in terms of cohesion. In addition, this period was characterised by two components 
whose research trends differed considerably. The respective alliances suggested they were consolidated and 
their research activity had reached a certain degree of maturity, an impression obtained by the interviews 
held with experts.  
The first component on the right in Figure 4b includes the first three clusters. The second component contains 
the following four clusters and the semi-periphery with some authors which are linked to both components. 
The first component containes a very cohesive first clusters in which students participate alongside 
department researchers. The highest productivity was attained by the author 44, who partnered with an 
author from another discipline (27) positioned in the semi-periphery. Two pairs of authors hold the key 
positions in the forst component: (30, 67 in the second cluster) and (2, 62 in the third cluster). In fact, the 
author 62 continued to play a bridging role, together with another actor (2), who served as a bridge between 
the first cluster and fourth cluster, while also authoring with an actor from another discipline.  
In the second component (on the left), very cohesive cluster 5 consists of four authors. The author 1 is the 
bridge to the authors 4 and 48 from the cluster 5. The author 48 also plays a key role, collaborating with all the 
authors from the cluster 7 and the cluster 8.  The authors 48 and 58 are significant players, since both 
contribute to the network cohesiveness: while the actor 58 exhibited greater interdisciplinarity, the actor 48 
had contacts with other institutions, one domestic and one foreign.  
The cluster 10, the semi-periphery, contained authors who nonsystematecally collaborated only with a few 
authors. Surprisingly, the author 68, a bridging one in the second period, occupies a semi-peripheral position 
in the third period. To use the term proposed by Price and Gürsey, he can be called a “terminator” author.  
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Dynamics of Evolving Networks. Evolution of the DHUBI Blockmodel Structure 
 
 
Figure 2. (a) Blockmodel structure and (b) co-authorship network, 2001-2003 
 
 
Figure 3. (a) Blockmodel structure and (b) co-authorship network, 2004-2006  
 
 
Figure  4. (a) Blockmodel structure and (b) co-authorship network, 2007-2009 
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The scenario in the last period is very different from the initial one, where the semi-periphery is much larger 
and more heterogeneous. None of the groups is isolated in 2007-2009, and all tended to collaborate. The 
presence of bridging authors is perfectly visible. Less clear, however, is the type of structure: the small-world 
and scale-free models are diffuse, relationships run across the entire network, only a few groups varied in size, 
and the main actors are connected  to students and researchers from other disciplines or other national or 
international institutions. What was expected was a simple core-periphery structure with multiple simple 
cores, a semi-periphery and a periphery. However, in all three periods studied, the most frequent blockmodel 
was a core-periphery structure with bridging cores that tended to be smaller than the cores they bridged. 
These results are consistent with the findings reported by Kronegger et al. (2011), who studied four scientific 
disciplines in four time intervals. They found core-periphery structures with bridging cores for biotechnology, 
for physics in the first period and for mathematics in the second. They used the term “consolidated cores” to 
describe the existence of both simple and bridging cores, which seems structurally important because it 
heightens the coherence of the disciplinary core and facilitates the exchange of ideas across small specialty 
cores.  
These structures are not static and describe scientists' changing roles.The differences appear in cores and 
bridging cores over time. These changes show research group dynamics and can naturally involve 
departmental turnover. Some structures were found to fit the small-world model, having only a few actors 
able to establish extra-departmental contacts.  
There are some observed “transient” actors who move from cluster to cluster. Other “continuous” actors tend 
to pursue a line of research. They begin in a somewhat diffuse cluster characterised by publications in 
conference proceedings and later are found in other clusters (e.g., the actors 58 and 48), which shows that 
they can attract collaborators. They constitute a small group of highly productive scientists, as compared to 
the large pool of lower-ranking local researchers. As hubs, they play a specific bridging role within the 
network. According to Wagner and Leydesdorff (2005), when researchers seeks a collaborator, they seek 
someone who is well connected and highly reputed and therefore has access to resources. The continuants 
meet these conditions. This also supports the findings reported by Braun et al. (2001) that continuants are 
mediators for other co-authors within a field. Finally, two “terminators” were identified: authors 62 and 68. 
They played a leading role in the early periods, creating groups of co-authors and interacting with junior team 
members to raise productivity and credibility within their field. Thus, newcomers and transients potentially 
gained greater visibility by working with researchers of renowned (Melin, 2000) who, like “continuants”, 
constitute hubs within their scientific networks by attracting collaborators. 
 
Actors category 
2001-2003 2004-2006 2007-2009 
Actors % Actors % Actors % 
Researcher DHUBI 19 59,4 20 55,6 19 50,0 
Student / graduate DHUBI 4 12,5 9 25,0 9 23,7 
Argentine researcher LIS 1 3,1 1 2,8 0 0,0 
Foreign researcher LIS 0 0,0 3 8,3 3 7,9 
Argentine researcher other discipline 8 25,0 3 8,3 7 18,4 
Foreign researcher other discipline 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 
Total 32 100,0 36 100,0 38 100,0 
Table 1. Participation in DHUBI Projects and Papers by Researcher Category 
 
The differences in actors' categories given in Table 1 illustrate the comings and goings of students, 
departmental and foreign researchers and researchers from the other disciplines. Miguel (2009) showed that 
contacts with other disciplines were primarily the result of DHUBI researchers’ participation in extra-
departmental group projects, mainly in the areas of humanities and social science, e.g., literature, linguistics, 
history and the publishing industry. Contrary, projects in the more specific disciplines seldom involved 
partners from the other disciplines. An active strategy of seeking for extra-institutional partners, both 
domestic and foreign, should be implemented. The collaboration patterns also carry implications for staff 
training and mobility. Knowing author categories (e.g., student, professor, in the same or a different discipline, 
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in the same or another institution) is instrumental both to determine researcher mobility and to hire outside 
staff or awarding international scholarships or visiting scholar grants. When weaknesses such as insufficient 
internationalisation and interdisciplinarity are identified, the institution/department has to apply policies to fill 
the gaps. Similarly, knowing how to encourage for meeting international standards (such as publishing more 
papers in English and in international journals) is extremely helpful when determining research incentives and 
promotion criteria.  
4.1 Publication and Collaboration Patterns  
An analysis of each author's specific role over time and his/her output reveals the relative weight of the types 
of publications (articles vs. papers published in conference proceedings) and the type of collaboration involved 
(national, international or even interdisciplinary)  
2001-2003   2004-2006   2007-2009 
Cluster  authors articles prod %int_j 
nº 
conf 
% 
int_c   Cluster  authors articles prod 
% 
int_j 
nº 
conf 
% 
int_c   Cluster  authors articles prod 
% 
int_j 
nº 
conf 
% 
int_c 
1 1 3 3,0   8 62,50   1 2 2 1,0 100,00 10 20,00   1 6 6 1,0 33,33 11   
2 4 14 3,5 7,14 10 40,00   2 6 3 0,5 33,33 26 15,38   2 2 2 1,0 100,00 5 20,00 
3 6 8 1,3   8 87,50   3 3 0 0,0   3     3 2 2 1,0 100,00 4 25,00 
4 4 6 1,5 16,67 2 50,00   4 1 2 2,0 50,00 2     4 4 2 0,5 100,00 2   
5 6       18 66,67   5 5 11 2,2 90,91 6 66,67   5 4 4 1,0 0,00 10 30,00 
6 4       6 33,33   6 1 0 0,0   4     6 1 4 4,0 100,00 6 50,00 
7 5 4 0,8   4 25,00   7 1 0 0,0   4     7 5 8 1,6 100,00 8 62,50 
8 2 1 0,5   3     8 3 3 1,0 100,00 6 16,67   8 4 0 0,0   9 22,22 
                9 4 2 0,5 100,00 2     9 1 0 0,0   10 0,00 
                10 8 7 0,9 71,43 16 14,29   10 9 7 0,9 75,00 11 27,27 
                11 2 1 0,5                       
 
Table 
2. Productivity and Internationalisation  
Legend: authors: number of authors in each cluster; articles: number of articles published in journals; prod: ratio between number of articles and number of authors; 
int_j: percentage of papers published in international journals; conf: number of articles in conference proceedings; int_c: percentage of articles in international 
conference proceedings 
 
While in the first period the actor 62 was, structurally speaking, a bridging author in cluster 1, his initial ability 
to attract partners waned in next periods. He collaborated with domestic colleagues only, published only in 
Spanish-language Argentinean journals and produced a high proportion of conference proceedings (with a 
ratio of 5 to 1). This publication pattern did not change over time as show the Table 2. 
In 2001-2003, cluster 2's four authors formed a structure resembling the “small world” model; with the author 
44 as the bridge to the authors inform the other clusters. The most prominent feature of their output was that 
journal articles with high percentage (60 %) according to all publications. While most of the articles were 
published in domestic journals, they balanced their participation in national and international conferences. 
The proportion of single authorship and national co-authorship of journal articles was nearly equal, whereas 
domestic collaboration predominated in conference papers (87.5 %). The proportion of articles increased 
slightly in 2004-2006 (65 %), while most presentations were submitted to international conferences. 
Partnering continued to be primarily national. In the period 2007 to 2009, the major change was that more 
authors were involved in conference papers than in writing articles. In fact, the figures for the last period 
reversed: 35 % of the output consisted of articles and 65 % of conference publications, all of which were 
submitted to the domestic events. Despite the high proportion (80 %) of articles published in national journals, 
some papers began to be published in foreign journals. 
In the first period, the group in cluster 3 adopted a “small world” structure, with all its members linked to the 
author 62 (from another cluster). Their output was distributed evenly between articles and proceedings (50 % 
each). There was no nternational collaboration and papers were published in domestic journals only. By 
contrast, all the conferences attended were international.  
The publishing and collaboration patterns for the first three clusters were similar according to the considered 
indicators. Conference papers prevailed over journal articles, co-authors were primarily Argentinean and 
research results were published mostly in domestic journals.  
During the first period, authorship in cluster 4 was characterised by a larger number of articles than 
conference papers, exclusively publication in national journals and equal proportions of national and 
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international conferences.  From 2004 to 2006, only the author 58 published well and had the ability to 
connect with researchers from other clusters. While conferencepapers prevailed over articles and more 
articles were published in national journals, a few also appeared in international journals and, for the first 
time, were internationally co-authored. In 2007-2009 the authors from this cluster found in new positions, 
they got partners inform the other groups. Although the author 58 continued to connect with other clusters, 
his output was limited to the conference proceedings.  
Cluster 5 published only conference papers. This group was practically isolated, with the exception of the 
actor 34, whose connections with another cluster, established in the initial period, were retained in the 
following six years.  
Cluster 6 can be defined as semi-periphery. These actors were linkedto  actors from the other clusters This 
diverse cluster, which was not a formal research group, published  papers in conference proceedings and 
international journal articles. The co-authorship ties were limited to the author 62. Only the authors 1, 22 and 
48 continued to appear in the cluster in the next two periods. Finally, cluster 7 was peripheral. This cluster 
revealed that actors' behaviour can be very uneven.   
articles es en pt coauthorship
productivity 
mean
articles with 
SJR
sjr mean 
2001-2008 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
National Journals (K) 18 100% -- -- 2,16 0,46 2 0,03 0 0 0 2
International Journals (K) 17 76% 24% -- 2,71 0,37 8 0,06 1 1 0 6
National Journals (S_P) 15 100% -- -- 1,80 0,56 2 0,05 0 0 0 2
International Journals (S_P) 12 80% 20% -- 2,90 0,34 8 0,07 1 2 0 5
language
 
Table 3. Visibility in Journals 
(K) = Core; (S_P) = Semi-periphery and periphery; es = Spanish; en = English; pt = Portuguese; coauthorship= number of author by article in each category; 
productivity mean = average of articles by author in each category; articles with SJR = number of articles with impact factor (SJR) in Scopus; sjr mean = average 
of SCImago Journal Rank; Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 = quartile in the SCImago Journal & Country Rank in which the journal is ranked  
congress es en pt coauthorship
productivity 
mean
National Congress (K) 42 100% -- -- 2,73 0,37
International Congress (K) 18 94% 6% -- 2,55 0,39
National Congress (S_P) 50 100% -- -- 2,26 0,44
International Congress (S_P) 19 63% 30% 7% 2,80 0,36
language
 
 Table 4. Visibility in Conference Proceedings 
The publication patterns showed that while most authors published locally in Spanish language journals, with 
a low level of citation and collaboration, the impact was greater if articles were published in international 
journals (Table 3). The co-authorship rates were relatively low in all types of publications and in all clusters. 
These findings provide partial support for the working hypothesis. Productivity and visibility of the actors form 
the semi-periphery or periphery was very similar to core ones. The actors from the semi-periphery and the 
periphery partnered sporadically with some of the core authors. They benefited from the production levels 
and visibility attained by actors with a long track for generating research partnerships. These results are 
consistent with the assumption adopted by Mali et al. (2010), according to which scientists, especially 
researchers in small scientific communities, are more successful when they work with researchers or research 
groups from other countries. 
The high percentage of conference papers listed in Table 4 merits a comment, as conference participation and 
journal articles seek somewhat different aims. In addition to disseminating knowledge, physical encounters 
are a very important vehicle for relations among researchers, who tend to be what Price and Beaver (1966) 
referred to as “invisible colleagues”. Papers presented at conferences are often published as proceedings but 
rarely become journal articles. The use of conference proceedings as  means for disseminating research results 
is normal practice in the soft sciences, even though it is discouraged (Hurd, 2000). As Laudel (2002) reports, 
about half of all scientific collaboration is invisible because it does not result with a co-authored paper or 
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formal acknowledgment in scientific publications. The publication patterns for such results are therefore more 
characteristic of the initial stages of a given discipline than of consolidated group efforts.  
These patterns are common in some emerging fields in the social sciences and humanities, where 
international publications and collaboration are very recent. Nonetheless, some authors are able to establish 
international contacts and publish in international journals. And those are the articles with the highest impact 
in terms of citations received. As a result, the small numbers of authors with international contacts who 
publish in international journals are much more visible than the rather larger number of those whose careers 
take the opposite turn. 
5. Conclusions 
Given the complexity of the collaboration networks and research group dynamics, this study does not aim to 
address the social aspects of knowledge transfer that have some effect on overall knowledge generation. The 
focus here was limited on quantitative data. Consequently, this article's contribution is the analysis of the 
positions and the roles within the given scientific field, i.e., an analysis of how scientists, by conducting joint 
research, help to build the intrinsic scientific structure.  
The contribution to the field of bibliometrics is its novel application of blockmodeling to extract valid 
information at the micro level by sutying the collaboration network structures in a specific field. This gives a 
new way to perceive actors and their roles in a group. The main difference between this approach and the 
usual analysis is that here actors are included according to their direct involvement with one or several 
researchers, even though they do not actually take part of the formal group. Blockmodeling identifies actors 
who play a distinct role in the structure. The idea is that the same methodology can be applied and tested in 
different fields of knowledge and with larger populations. In fact, the data used in this study are only an 
example of how powerful the proposed analytical approach can be.  
In this study, blockmodeling detected a core-periphery structure with small multiple cores.  The scientists from 
a core co-authored with all or most of the colleagues in this core. The scientists from a semi-periphery were 
involved in some partnering but followed no systematic pattern of collaboration. The authors from a periphery 
did not collaborated at all. Core-periphery structures with bridging cores are of particular interest because the 
centre of such structures is much more firmly consolidated. The structure identified here fits the “preferential 
attachment” model.  
Actors' roles change over time. This methodology identifies even more specific types of researchers: 
newcomers, transients, continuants, and terminators. We have shown (graphically) that some authors who 
were most active in the first period were not active later. In the first period, they appeared to be in 
intermediate stages of their research career, with high production rates; later they tend to be less productive, 
when their scientific careers were near to the end. The dynamic nature of research groups entails significant 
transitioning, and the knowledge produced and published has both a contemporary or short-term horizon 
(whose dimensions can be studied) and a long-term horizon for subsequent generations of researchers.  
The present study may have also implications for scientific policy. Some authors have suggested (Moed 2008) 
that the research funding agencies should periodically review the assessment systems implemented in each 
scientific discipline. Actors' inclusion in the collaboration network depends on how attractive a partner might 
be, and on the individual interests of researchers seeking to enhance their resources and reputation. 
Consequently, collaboration is essentially pragmatic and characterised by a fair degree of self-organisation. 
For this reason, collaboration policies must be coordinated by domestic efforts to increase research 
capabilities. As Wagner and Leydesdorff (2005) suggest, links between government and research institutions 
should be strengthened, and individual researchers should be made “stakeholders” in decision-making 
regarding to collaboration investments. Agencies should therefore not only review standard indicators 
(number of publications and journal impact) but also examine new criteria, methods or indicators such as 
suggested in this study. The methodology proposed here defines individual research profiles more fully, not 
considering only publications and their impact, but also the ability to establish contacts, set up research teams 
and jointly publish the results. For these reasons, this approach may be useful for agencies when reviewing 
the methods to be applied in research group appraisal, promotion and funding. 
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As in previous studies (Chinchilla-Rodríguez,  et al., 2012) the results of our research may also give some 
recommendations for better publication and collaboration practice in a given department or research 
institution by encouraging publishing in journals with higher visibility and greater impact in the international 
scientific community. That in turn entails attracting more international partners and incentivising international 
collaboration with institutions abroad.  
There are several possibilities how to use the proposed approach. One might be to apply the proposed 
methodology in other fields and further explore the knowledge structures that arise around collaboration. 
Such knowledge can provide objective information, clarifying the patterns of fruitful communication, and thus 
facilitate decision-making based on scientific information. It can result into recommendations for the 
enhancement of researcher or research group prestige. Such a perspective may likewise be useful when 
reviewing research policy and publication incentives at the departmental and institutional level.  
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